Defining
digitalization
2007 – 2017

With Vision 2020, Siemens turned its sights systematically to growth fields – a new corporate
orientation, carefully selected acquisitions and
new innovation methods were to make the
company fit for the future.
Today, digitalization is the field with the greatest growth potential
for Siemens. It’s also a field in which the company is especially
well positioned, thanks to several forward-looking acquisitions in
the 2000s. One milestone here was the takeover of Unigraphics
Solutions (UGS) in 2007: after all, having information available
quickly was a yardstick for long-term business success, given that
production sites were becoming more and more widely dispersed
geographically as production became networked worldwide. This
specialist in digital product data management, computer-assisted
design and production process simulation enabled Siemens to
offer customers both hardware and software, as well as support
for the Digital Factory, all from a single source. But that was just
the start. Other acquisitions would follow. In 2012 there was
LMS, a provider of mechanical simulation software; in 2016, it
was CD-adapco, a specialist in simulation software for flow mechanics; and in 2017 came Mentor Graphics, a maker of software
for semiconductor design. All in all, over a decade, Siemens invested some ten billion US dollars, and strengthened its lead in
features for the Digital Factory. By 2020, the company expected
annual revenues in software, digital services and Cloud platforms
to account for a double-digit percentage of the total figure.
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The automotive production of the future – Siemens offers its customers
hardware, software, and support for
the Digital Factory, all from a single
source
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The environmental portfolio –
Responsibility joins forces with a business opportunity
But technology was not the only field in which the company had
adopted ambitious goals – environmental protection was also
included. In the context of the company’s re-focusing on megatrends, Siemens presented its environmental portfolio in the
summer of 2008. It included products, systems, solutions and
services for using renewable energy, enhancing energy efficiency,
and protecting the environment through technology, for example
in water or air purification.
President and CEO Peter Löscher spoke of a "gigantic opportunity," and viewed Siemens already as a "leading green infrastructure
giant." The figures bore him out. In the prior 2007 fiscal year,
Siemens' environmental portfolio had already generated EUR 17
billion in revenues – almost a quarter of the corporate total. The
portfolio's products and solutions were saving Siemens customers
114 million metric tons of carbon dioxide. By fiscal 2014, revenues had reached EUR 29.9 billion, and the CO2 reduction had
risen to 317 million tons. Another two years later and it was EUR
36 billion in revenues and 521 million tons of eliminated pollutants. This course of sustainable corporate management would
continue systematically, and be enshrined in two strategic programs, Fit42010 and Vision 2020.

The Siemens environmental portfolio –
Siemens, a “leading green infrastructure giant.”

Sectors replace Groups – A new corporate structure
Siemens’ internal organization also reflected the strategic refocus
on the megatrends of the era. The ten operating Groups were
replaced by three Sectors for Industry, Energy and Healthcare –
followed in 2011 by Infrastructure & Cities – and 15 Divisions,
and the Regions were combined into Clusters. There were also
changes in top management. The former two-part managing
board structure – with a Corporate Executive Committee and a
full Managing Board – was replaced by a single Managing Board
in charge of operations, where individuals took direct responsibil-
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ity for individual lines of business. Siemens would view itself
henceforth as an “integrated technology company.”
Yet the new structure fell somewhat short of expectations in
terms of greater earning power, greater transparency and proximity to the customer. At the beginning of the 2010s, Siemens entered troubled waters, even though it had been able to improve
its performance and earnings, strengthen its position in emerging
economies, and refine its portfolio.

Vision 2020 – A long-term view for Siemens
On July 31, 2013, former CFO Joe Kaeser replaced Peter Löscher
as President and CEO of Siemens. Kaeser was to set the company
back on course for growth. Accord-ingly his new corporate concept, released to the public in May 2014, was named "Vision
2020."
It called for Siemens to focus entirely on the growth fields of electrification, automation and digitalization. The former Sector
structure from 2008 would be broken up, and the number of Divisions would be reduced from 16 to ten plus Healthcare. By
2020, costs were to be cut by a billion euros, underperforming
businesses would be put back on their feet, and customer satisfaction would improve. Capital efficiency was to be 15 to 20 percent, 75 percent approval from the workforce was targeted on
the topics of "management" and "diversity," and employee participation in the company's success was to be increased by at least
50 percent. The foundation of these measures was an "ownership
culture" that would encourage every individual at the company to
do his or her best at their jobs, thus contributing to Siemens'
long-term success.
Thus the CEO was setting goals that could serve as both a compass and a benchmark on the way to 2020. The company would
be restructured. In November 2016 Siemens announced one of
its strongest fiscal years – new orders, sales revenues and profits
were up substantially. And the acquisition of Gamesa and Mentor
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Graphics in fiscal 2017 took the company a major step further in
implementing Vision 2020.

Dresser-Rand –
An expanded portfolio for the oil and gas industry
Two acquisitions from 2014 serve as specific examples of how the
company systematically implemented “Vision 2020” and reinforced its capabilities in the forward-looking fields of electrification, automation and digitalization. Siemens acquired RollsRoyce's business in aero-derivative gas turbines and compressors,
thus strengthening its position in the oil and gas industry and in
distributed power generation. And the acquisition of the US company Dresser-Rand brought Siemens the world's leading provider
of compressors, steam and gas turbines, and engines.

next47 – Leeway for good business ideas
In summer 2015, CEO Joe Kaeser asked Chief Technology Officer
Siegfried Russwurm to launch an innovation initiative so as to
pool and advance the new startup operations that had hitherto
been allocated to a variety of different departments at Siemens. A
new unit, with the working name "Innovation AG," would provide
the leeway to pursue good business or project ideas, irrespective
of the underlying business. The new unit was formally named in
June 2016: "next47." The number 47 stands for 1847, the year
when Siemens was founded, and "next" refers to the company's
ambition to advance the next generation of pioneering innovations. The total investment came to a billion euros. Both sides
would benefit from next47: small, agile startups with good ideas
could take advantage of the strengths of a worldwide corporation. And Siemens acquired immense potential to enhance its
innovative strength and thus safeguard its future.
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Faster, more agile and simpler – Siemens pursues new paths in innovation
and significantly expands its cooperation with startups
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In this regard, next47 stands as an example for new ways of shaping the future in the age of digitalization – a uniting theme
which, in spite of all the disruptions involved, summarizes the
company’s history from 2007 to 2017.

Find out more
siemens.com/history/2007-2017
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